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North
Charleston
Cop -Shoots
Unarmed
Man
D.E. Lyles
Senior StafJWriter

again. Jesse Tortorella, a
freshman psychology major,
lived in Charleston for eight
This
past
Saturday, years and said that he lived
Officer Michael T. Slager, only 20 minutes away from
33, a patrolman 1st class where the shooting took place.
for the North Charleston
Mr. Tortorella said, "It
Police Department, shot and makes me feel sad. It makes
killed Walter L. Scott, 50, of me feel miserable, because
North Charleston following it's really bad to see a trusted
a routine traffic stop for a person shoot someone.
broken taillight. In a video
It's
a
problem
provided to the New York everywhere." In accord with
Times, Slager fired his police Mr. Tortorella, Avery Allen, a
issued handgun eight times sophomore animal veterinary
into the back of Mr. Scott as science major, said, "When
he fled the police officer. On my father gave me my first
Tuesday, the family of Mr. gun, the first thing he said was
Scott flied murder charges 'Remember, you can't call a
against Officer Slager. Since bullet back.' Everyone who has
the lawsuit, Officer Slager a firearm knows that. They're
has been taken into custody not forgiving. We give officers
by the North Charleston weapons to protect themselves
Police Department.
and the community. We expect
According to The New them only to be used as a
York Times, Officer Slager last resort."
had pulled over a Mercedes
After having watched
Benz owned by Mr. Scott the video of Officer Slager
- who had been arrested 10 shooting and killing Mr.
times previously, mostly for Scott, Ms. Allen said, 'Tm
failing to pay child support or at a loss for words. I still
appear for court hearings believe in and have a
for a broken taillight. North deep respect for our police
Charleston Police reports cite force, but this influx of
that Mr. Scott fled the scene negative incidences gives them
and was pursued
a bad rep. It's a
by Officer Slager " THE FIRST THING
shame.
Just
into a grassy area
praying for the
HE SAID WAS,
away from the
families of those
'REMEMBER, YOU involved."
patrol car.
According
T h e
CAN'T CALLA
to the official
did
shooting
BULLET
BACK.'
"
police
report,
not just affect
Officer
Slager
students
at
fired his taser, which failed Clemson, however, as the
to subdue Mr. Scott. After effects of violence can be felt
the failure of the stun statewide. Danny DiGregorio,
gun, Officer Slager fired freshman religious studies
eight shots into the back major at College ofCharleston,
of the fleeing Mr. Scott said, "People need to stop
away, making
from
15-20 feet
excuses
for
which ultimately resulted police brutality
They
in death.
shouldn't
fear
becoming
According to the New a hashtag."
York Times, Officer Slager
Students
at
the
chose to fire his gun at Mr. University
of
South
Scott because "he feared his Carolina also felt the pain of
life because the man [Scott] losing a South Carolinian.
had taken his stun gun in a Christiana Keinath, biology
scuffle after a traffic stop on major at USC, said, "The
Saturday." On a privately reaction to the shooting
filmed video provided to the should
not
produce
is
New York Times, Officer surprise . . . similar actors and
Slager is seen retrieving a similar consequences ... "
black object from the ground
The Tiger reached out to
several feet away from Mr. the North Charleston Police
Scott's body and dropping the Department but was told
object within the reach of Mr.
that no new statement would
Scott's body.
be added to the department's
Mr. Scott's death has previously
released
press
come during a time in which conference. Also, The Tiger
forceful police behavior has reached out to Media/
caused a debate nationwide. Community Relations Officer,
In addition to events like the Spencer Pryor, for North
shooting in Ferguson, the Charleston, who has not
shooting in North Charleston responded at this point
has shaken the nation once in time.

Relay for Life supporters sign their encouragment for cancer patients and survivors.

Clemson students walk to cure
and raise awareness for cancer
Matthew Stapleton
Copy Editor
On April 10, the American
Cancer Society will be holding
its annual fundraiser event, Relay
for life. The relay itself goes
from 6 p.m. until 10 p.m. and
begins in the parking lot between
Sikes Hall and Long Hall. With
over 350 participants, the event
has raised over $25,000 this
year alone.
Relay for life is known
as the biggest fundraiser that
the American Cancer Society
holds and takes place around
the world in more than 20
countries with over 5,000
communities participating each
year. Relay for life alone raises
more than $400 million yearly.
While the fundraiser itself does
promote competition through
gathering donations, the event
is a a ceremony to honor those
whose lives have been affected

by cancer. Awards are given out
as a way to thank volunteers
for giving money to help the
American Cancer Society.
The event itself is a very
important and meaningful event
to honor and raise awareness
for those affiicted with cancer
and to help promote the search
for the cure of the disease. The
relay opens with the Survivor
Lap, where cancer survivors are
honored for their victory over
cancer. The Caregiver Lap comes
next, which shows everyone's
thanks for persons who help and
support those with cancer.
Next, in order to show true
community values, all Relay
participants are able to walk a
lap together. The Luminaria
event takes place next, which
includes lit candles in bags as a
memorial to remember those
who have passed on. The event
concludes with the Fight Back
Ceremony, where a final lap is

taken by the participants, as they
pledge to spread awareness for
the disease and continue fighting
against cancer.
The event is popular
on campus among many
organizations, including many
Greek organizations and service
groups. Junior marketing major
Shelly Kaur has been an active
participant in the Relay since
her freshman year of high school
and currently leads a group of
students from Delta Sigma Pi.
Kaur said, 'Tm super
passionate about community
service, and it has always been
a huge part of my life. But,
along with the American Cancer
Society and -all that they do
with Relay for life, I realize that
cancer affects almost everyone
somewhere in their lives. It may
not be directly, like with an
immediate family member, but
someone in their lives has been
affected by cancer. It's crazy how

much of a problem it is, and I
really want to help with finding
a cure."
The funds raised from
the Relay for Life benefit many
charitable causes in accordance
with the American Cancer
Society. Alongside with research
to find a cure, many programs
are also in place to help those
affiicted with cancer. The
Hope Lodge is a free residence
for cancer patients who
need an area to stay, while
also getting the best help. The
Road to Recovery program
assists those affiicted with
travel services. Look Good Feel
Better helps women suffering
from cancer feel beautiful
by demonstrating skin care
and
makeup
techniques.
And finally; the Reach to
Recovery helps those with
breast cancer have someone to
lean on and talk to in their time
of trouble.

356 Hosts Chronicle Release Party
Rowan Lynam

Outlook Editor

Participants read emotional literature at magazine debut.

APRIL 13, 2013:

This semester's Chronicle
Literary Magazine held their
release party Tuesday night (April
7) at 3 56 Sushi and Martini Bar in
downtown Clemson, showcasing
the artistic and creative talents
of Clemson students. The night
began with a performance by
Volcanoes in the Kitchen, an
independent Charleston based
band comprised of three siblings.
The music was accompanied
by free sushi, the staple of
356, as people arrived and
picked up their copies of the
literary magazine.
The student readings
followed the end of the set,
with selections from the literary
magazine and new pieces that
several students were working
on; including slam poetry; also
known as spoken word. The
topics included depression,
justice and sex, and were
"inspiring to listen to," according
to sophomore English major,
Julia Lynch.
"I loved that no one wrote
about the same thing, and
everything was really fresh and
fun to listen to," Lynch said.
"I loved that the poets
didn't hold back," Ashley Garrett,
a freshman general engineering

APRIL 22, 2013:

major, said, "They weren't afraid
to say what they meant."
The guest speaker, Nie
Brown, an assistant English
professor at Clemson and
author, took the stage last.
Brown followed a particularly
provocative piece about the
interplay of sex and drugs,
written by the Chronicle's Att
Director, Alieen Marrero. The
guest speaker read from his short
story collection "Floodmarkers,"
as well as from two novels.
Brown noted that he
initially had reservations about
the content of the pieces he
would be reading because of the
mixed audience of faculty and
students, but that "after that last
poem, I have no qualms about
what I'm about to read."
The short story he read
was "definitely provocative and
funny," said freshman biology
major Cody Myers. "I really
enjoyed the image of a party at a
tanning salon," Myers added.
This semester's edition
of the Chronicle also includes
art submissions by Oemson
students, which were showcased
on-screen inside 356 Sushi
and Martini Bar throughout
the evening. The collection of
student poetry, art and short
fiction is available for free in
dispensaries around campus.

APRIL 8, 2015:

Bombing at Boston
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
Jury convicts Tsarnaev;
Marathon; three killed,
charged with use of weapon
possible death sentence
On April 8, 2015 the trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
20
injured.
of
mass
destruction.
decision to follow.
ended with the jury finding him guilty of all 30
charges presented before him, including the usage .,_________.__ __________ _______.____ ___________ ___...,_____
of a weapon of mass destruction. This makes
Tsarnaev eligible for the death penalty, which will
APRIL 19, 2013:
JAN. 5, 2015:
be decided at a later date. The following shows a
Tamerlan
Tsarnaev
is killed
Jury selected for
timeline of events leading up to the recent verdict.
and Dzhokhar is caught in
Tsarnaev's
CHECK OUT THE FULL STORY ON THETIGERNEWS.COM
Watertown, Massachusetts
trial.
Information courtesy of abcnews.com
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Hannah Reese

Head Cupy Editur

M

y parents came up
to Clemson recently,
and after they left and
hours had passed, I
called them to make sure they
made it home. The phone went
to voicemail.
Then the thoughts started.
Did my parents get home
safely? Did something happen?
My mind automatically went
to the worst possible scenario.
I knew I shouldn't have kept
them for that long ... I should
have said "bye" earlier. My body
began to tremble and shake,
and no matter how much I
tried I couldn't calm down.
If they crashed, it would be
my fault. It's all my fault. Why
didn't I let them go earlier? I
needed to curl up and close my
eyes, maybe that would get rid
of the worries. It didn't work.
Let me call them again.
The phone rang and I
began to panic, until my Mom
answered on the last ring. She
told me that they were home
safely and her phone was on
silent. All the thoughts and
symptoms go away as quickly
as they came, because I knew
my parents are home safe.
This situation is normal
for me, because I suffer from
panic attacks.
People often tell me to
"calm down" or to "not worry.'
If only it were that easy - ifl
had the ability to "not worry''
I would. But I can't. I suffer
from panic attacks caused by
anxiety, and they rule my life.
People have asked me why I put
so much stress on myself and I
just look at them with disbelief
I don't choose to stress and
worry to the point where I have
to suffer through a panic attack
... certain events over time have
1

A conversation about
mental health in college
students

BURNB
Kaisha Young
Culumnist
he other day I read
an article on USA
Today College's site
about a new app called
Burnbook. Before all you "Mean
Girls" aficionados hop on the
bandwagon, I feel obligated
to warn you, it's probably not
something you'd be willing
to get behind. The app is yet
another anonymous social media
platform on which people can
upload text and photos about
any school within a 10-rnile
radius. Its users are supposed
to be at least 18-years-old, so
it's primarily targeted towards
college kids.
In its terms and conditions,
the app states users "may not
use the service to transmit
content that is hateful, abusive
or otherwise objectionable by
Burnbook's users."
Forgive me, but I find it
hard to believe people are going
to refrain from using the cloak of
anonymity to be cruel to people.
The reason why these kinds of
apps have gained such popularity
is because they allow people to go
on a power trip and say mean and
hurtful things they would never
say in real life. These lowlifes get a
kick out seeing their mean words
get reinforced online. They thrive
on the pain of others. The people
posting these cruel words are
cowards with no self-esteem.
With all the legal issues
concerning Yik Yak and similar
apps that have been in the
media the past few months,
you would think people would
realize that there is really no
such thing as anonymity on the
internet. People seem to forget

that everything that is written
or posted online leaves a digital
footprint and can technically
never be erased. Take for example
the University of South Carolina
girl who wrote a racial slur on a dry
erase board and Snapchatted
it to someone last week. I'm
sure she thought only her and
her friends would see it and
get a chuckle out it. She has
since been suspended from
her university.
According to an article
by ABC News, 17-year-old
Tatum Blakeney in California
has
personally
experienced
cyberbullying on the app
Burnbook. Someone wrote:
"Tatum should get cancer
like his mother and die."
It is unfathomable that
someone could even think such
a thing, let alone write it online
for all of his or her peers to see.
Blakeney says that comment "hit
really deep."
"People are just way meaner when
they're not held accountable
for what they say. Ir just shows
how people can hide behind
the Internet," junior Kelsey
Haymond says.
These kinds of apps are
breeding ground for this level of
verbal brutality. The things we
say online exist in the real world
just as much as they do in the
viral one. Under no circumstance
is it acceptable to demean people
purposefully just to get a few
ups, likes, favorites, rerweets,
etc. In no way should they act
as confidence boosts that people
are willing to say and write
anything to achieve. If you are
willing to entertain your social
media "friends" at the expense
of someone else, you should
reevaluate your life and readjust
your moral code.

caused me to develop this kind
of anxiety.
When I was seven-years
old, my father was deployed to
Iraq to serve our country in the
Army National Guard. Several
months before my father's
deployment date, my parents
sat me down to ask ifl would be
okay if Daddy would be gone
overseas for a while. Me being
young and naive, I thought that
Daddy was going away for a
couple a months and he would
come right back. A couple
of months after my parents
talked to me about my father's
deployment, the day came that
my father had to leave. Still
being an oblivious seven-year
old, I hugged my father who
was dressed in full uniform
thinking he was corning
back soon.
Several months later, I
realized that I was wrong. My
Dad still hadn't come home;
I cried, but Morn would
reassure me that Dad is still
working. Seven months after
his initial deployment to Iraq,
my mother received a visit from
an Army chaplain at her work.
He explained to her that on
Sept. 9, 2003 an I.E.D. bomb
was activated as my father's
convoy passed while traveling
on a routine mission. My father
suffered severe wounds that
included a traumatic brain
injury and multiple fractures to
his lefr leg. Afrer an emergency
surgery in Baghdad, Iraq,
further medical procedures
my father
in
Germany
arrived in Augusta, Georgia
to the Eisenhower Army
Medical Center.
Afrer seven long months,
I was finally able to capture a
glimpse of my father. There he
was, laying on a gurney with his
lefr leg completely bandaged.
He was happy to see me and I

was ecstatic to see him, but over
time I realized that someone
severely hurt my father. Then it
occurred to me that the people
that hurt him did not just want
to injure him ... they wanted to
kill him.
At that moment, I
grew up.
I was unable to take things
lightly from then on. I realized
that I could lose someone I love
at any moment, and the worry
began to constantly plague me.
I was filled with guilt, because
I had acted like it was okay
for my father to go overseas
to a dangerous place to fight
terrorists, and I almost lost
him.
Anxiety creeps up on you
in many ways, shapes and forms.
It can make you question your
relationships, and it can create
fictitious fears in you. At times,
it can take control of you, and
when anxiety takes control the
panic attacks take over your
common sense and reasoning.
And what I have learned
from dealing with panic attacks
for over a decade now is that
just because you aren't stable
enough to calm down, it doesn't
mean that the people around
you aren't stable enough.
What I mean by that is your
loved ones, family and friends,
can talk you through a panic
attack. They can provide you
with the reasoning that you
need and they can sometimes
help you come baclf to reality
with your thoughts. Find
people that you can trust to
be your support system. Those
people shouldn't judge you
for what you are afraid of,
because they love you for your
uniqueness. Having an anxiety
or panic disorder makes you
think differently, but it doesn't
make you broken.
Your panic isn't a flaw.

OVER-FED AND
UN
U ED:
A 21 TEAR OW MALE'S TAKE ON
HETEROSEXUAIJTT IN TODAY'S SOCIETY.

Max Kinser

Culumnist

S

ex is everywhere.
It's omnipresent in
today's pop culture,
and it seems like
everyone is doing it.
Good sex is one of the
best things in the world, but
how many young people
today are actually having
good sex?
It is likely very few.
When our parents were
forming their sexual identities
and picking their partners,
porn was a magazine full of
nude photos you hid under
your bed, and there weren't
apps specifically designed to
streamline the casual sexual
encounter berween strangers.
They met each other without
the constant bombardment
of sexual imagery and
temptation that has so
interrwined its way into
the fabric of our everyday
lives. They just got to know
each other, something it's
getting increasingly hard to
do in 2015.
Our parents weren't
exposed to the unlimited
supply
of
hardcore
pornography most young
adults have access to today.
These Hims can mislead
people
into
completely
unfulfilling sex lives and
ridiculously skewed views
on beauty and what is
considered "normal."
Newsflash gentlemen,

real women don't enjoy
getting serviced in the way
most porn shows. If you treat
your girl like she's a pornstar,
I bet you she's faking.
Another side effect
of today's hookup culture
is some young adults only
have
sexual
experiences
while under the inf! uence of
alcohol or drugs. Sex feels
good because of nerves,
alcohol
deadens
nerve
responses; consequently, sex
while drunk will never feel
like it should or could.
Unlike many my age, I
am not part of the 'Tm afraid
co catch feelings" crowd that
seemed to explode once I
got to college. These people
are so petrified of actually
committing to another person
that they shun emotional
intimacy in favor of drunken
mistakes, could haves and
walks of shame. They are
terrified of having something
more important in their lives
than themselves. Given the
chance, I would tell them
how exciting it is to share
your life and your experiences
with that one person that you
really care about.
I'm a huge believer
in having a healthy sexual
identity, but I chose to develop
mine with a single partner
in a loving and long-term
relationship. Sex in a healthy,
committed
relationship
is something to savor and
cherish. Relationship sex is
so next level because wants,

needs and desires can be
communicated
effectively,
and you are actually in
tune to your partners
body and mind.
The sad part is most
sexually active young adults
nowadays have never been in
a serious enough relationship
to transmon from just
knocking boots, to actually
making love. If you don't
know the difference berween
the two yet, you'll know the
second it happens.
I had a young lady
recently tell me that she
was proud of how easily
she can separate emotions
and sex. She wanted to
continue having sex but
never let herself get attached
to anyone.
I think that is flat
out sad.
In my mind, sex and
emotions should never be
separate. I see sex as the
purest form of our greatest
human emotion, love. If you
don't love the partner that
you're sleeping with, there
is something wrong with
your situation.
It takes no effort to be
sexually hungry. Most of
us are wired that way. But,
just like food, it's very easy
to feed your sexuality too
much of the wrong stuff,
leading to a state of sexual
malnutrition; where, even
though you think you
may be full, you're actually
wasting away.
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INTERVIEW AND PHOTOGRAPH BY: ELAINE DAV

A

fter attending my 17th Clemson baseball game of the season this past weekend, I was rather excited to have the
opportunity to interview the player who's leading the team in both home runs and RBIs, all while catching almost
every pitch this season. A force on the field, humble off of it and someone who claims he's 99 percent never serious
about himself, take a look behind the ball with Chris Okey.

Elaine Day: If I didn't know
anything about you, what
would you want me to know
after this interview.
Chris Okey: Probably that
I'm 99 percent never serious
about myself. That I like
having a good time and being
with my friends, and I love
playing baseball.
ED:. I know that you've
played with Team USA for
the past couple summers,
so just talk about that
experience and what that
meant to you.
CO: It's been a tremendous
experience playing with some
of the best players in the
country. It's very humbling
to wear the USA across your
chest, and you learn a lot
from it, so it's been a very
fun experience.
ED: What's it like to be
named a co-captain as

a sophomore?
CO: It meant a lot to me.
To have the respect of my
teammates that I go and work
with every single day is a
tremendous honor and to be
surrounded by that fantastic
group of guys is very special.
ED: I've noticed that you've
been calling the pitches for
the past few games, so what
has that been like for you
and the pitchers, and how
do you think it's gone?
CO: It's been awesome.
[Dan Pepicelli] does so much
research on other teams, it's
unbelievable. The scouting
reports that he gives me are
just tremendous, and we talk
about it before the game,
and he does it more so just
for the feel of the game, and
I'm pretty much calling the
same pitches that he'll call in
situations. I think he kind of
makes the pitcher get back

on the mound quicker, so it
keeps the rhythm of the game
going and I think it's working

did you choose Clemson?
CO: My mom went here,
and my grandfather, Lynn

@00~©[[ FACTS:
ITT'iJi'i1J CHRIS OKEY
filiWiiIBl PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT
Yl:m SOPHOMORE
-uu-M-,~--,
- MOUNT DORA, FLORIDA
[lfil'Hj[IU~WUil:rn;~ CATCHER/ #25
M1~1);lii~ID(ill]OWilll!11:TILLMAN HALL
[]fil!Hlil ii ~I~ M[i]l)l,lj Ii (11',IUg TD'S
....,,lttil.....
!l1~lili~rn®~~1~iilllffib11JUll)/gSOLID ORANGE
FRIDAYS
out pretty well, so hopefully
we'll keep going.

ED: Being from Florida, why

Campbell, was the president
of IPTAY for a little bit. And
it's just a great place to be. I
kind of wanted to get away

from home, and I had spent
all of my Christmases in
South Carolina, and I always
came to Clemson, and it's one
of the greatest places on earth.

ED: What is your favorite
part about playing baseball
for Clemson?
CO: There's so much, but
honestly probably it would
be playing on the Friday
nights, the Friday night games
at Clemson and the packed
house. When we score a run,
they do the cadence count
and you see the orange flags
come up. It's a very special
environment and it's fun to be
a part of.
ED: As a catcher, what is
it like to catch for nine
innings? I went down to
Augusta, Georgia earlier
in the season when you
caught for 23 innings
without a real break for a

double header, so what is
that like?
CO: Sometimes it can be
challenging, but it's so fun
just being a part of the game
and being a part of every
inning, and I couldn't imagine
playing any other position
on the field. It's awesome
and I love it. It's just the best
thing ever. It's not necessarily
bad during the games, but a
couple of hours afterwards,
and the next day, it takes a toll
on you, but days off like today
get me rejuvenated for the
upcoming games.
ED: If you could tell the
Clemson Family one thing,
what would you tell them?
CO: I would tell them thank
you for all the support they've
been giving me and the team,
and staying behind us through
it all, through thick and thin.
I'm blessed to be a part of it,
and I'm happy to be here.
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Clemson's spring footbal
game is this Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. in Death
Valley. Admission is free
for anybody that wants
to attend, and there are
several key developmen~
to watch for in the game

BACKUP OB
BATTLE
The goal
for
this
upcoming football season is for
fans to never see the backup
quarterback play. Clemson
star quarterback and Heisman
watch candidate Deshaun
Watson will open the season as
starter and is expecting to make
it through the year without
serious injury. Should a backup
be required, however, coaches
will have three talented players
to choose from:

the ball with confidence and
adapting well to the simplified
offense put together by new
Offensive Coordinators Jeff
Scott and Tony Elliott. If you
want a backup that's familiar
with the offense and the players,
focus on Schuessler.

Kelly Bryant- Freshman,
6-foot-4, 204 pounds
Bryant's
a
four-stat
recruit out of Piedmont, South
Carolina. Typically, freshmen
football players arrive in the
summer, but Bryant and fellow
quarterback Tucker
Israel
arrived in early January through
early enrollment. The extra time
should give Bryant and Israel
valuable practice in a new offense
and time to get acclimated to
their new teammates. Coaches
are impressed with Bryant's
natural talents, as he can make
plays with both his legs and his
cannon arm. If you're a believer
in the backup quarterback
having a similar skill set to the
starter, then you'll key on Bryant
this Saturday; as he's very similar
to Watson physically.

#12 Nick Schuessler
Redshirt Junior, 6-foot-3,
195 pounds

Tucker Israel- Freshman,
5-foot-11, 189 pounds

Schuessler is the only
returning quarterback on this
list, as he's seen game action
the last two years for the Tigers,
including relieving Cole Stoudt
in last seasons loss at Georgia
Tech. Local media has been
raving about his progression
this spring, saying he's throwing

The stats are what jump
off the paper when you're
looking at Tucker Israel. As a
senior quarterback last season
at Lake Nona High School in
Orlando, Florida he broke Tim
Tebow's single season record for
touchdown passes. That's the
former Heisman winner and

first round NFL Drafi: pick Tim
Tebow, in case you weren't sure.
Israel is defined as a pro-style
quarterback by most recruiting
sires, so his garneplay will look
a lirtle different than Watson
or Bryant, but his arm should
make him a player to watch
this Saturday.

"NEW"
OFFENSIVE
COORDINATORS
When Chad Morris lefi: to
be the head coach at Southern
Methodist University in his
home state ofTexas, Head Coach
Dabo Swinney didn't take much
time to name his replacement
offensive co-coordinators, as
Coach Jeff Scott, former wide
receivers coach and recruiting
coordinator, and Coach Tony
Elliott, former running backs
coach. The duo rewarded
Coach Swinney by blowing
out Oklahoma in the Russell
Athletic Bowl. They simplified
the offense by cutting out
unnecessary
plays,
which
allowed the Tigers to play faster
and more confidently. The
simplification has continued
throughout spring practice,
with the offensive playbook
being cut down by about 30
percent from the start of last
season. The question marks for
these two isn't so much can they
improve the offense from last
year, but by how much?

DEFENSIVE TURNOVER
Alexander Shuler
Columnist
College
football's
atmosphere of excitement
and ever-revolving change
is the result of one common
certainty: not one starting
player on your favorite team
will still be on it in five years.
There is turnover. This is the
fuel that drives the ebb and
flow of power in the college
football elite. Turnover is
what allows teams a chance
at the title against powers
like Alabama and Ohio State.
Baylor has a chance, despite
being the worst team in the
Big 12 just a short few years
ago, because they have all new
players, and so does Alabama.
Coming into the 2015
football season, Clemson is
losing nine players on defense,
most of whom were starters.
The loss ofVic Beasley, Tavaris
Barnes, Corey Crawford,
Grady Jarrett,
DeShawn
Williams,
Josh
Watson
and Tony Steward alone
accounted for 59 percent of
Clemson's sack production
last year. As far as turnover
is concerned, this amount of
production loss is dramatic.
The two players leaving from
the secondary, Robert Smith
and Garry Peters, accounted
for 25 percent of last year's
interceptions, which is a
large portion for two players.
Following last year's No. 1
finish for Clemson defense,
huge questions about the
unit's ability to perform next
year are being raised. Can
Clemson's defense get pressure
on the quarterback with those
huge defensive lineman losses?
And with all that time the QB
has from a lack of pressure,
who is going to cover receivers
after the two secondary losses?
Granted, while these
questions are asked to most
teams every year, for Clemson,
these
questions
become
even more serious when one
considers just how vital the
defense was in last year's wins.
Forgoing the few games with
Watson under center and
the bowl game, the Clemson

offense looked horrendous.
In the win against Louisville,
-Clemson might as well have
not even fielded an offense and
just asked for time off of the
clock, as Clemson didn't score
a single offensive touchdown.
The defense won that game.
So when you remove 59
percent of sack production
from a defense known for
sustammg pressure on the
QB, you have legitimate
concerns. These concerns
are tampered, however, by a
look at the players replacing
greats like Beasley and Jarrett.
Shaq Lawson has faced a large
amount of hype coming off
of last year's 3.5 sack, 15
tackle performance, as he is
slated to replace Beasley as
starter on the end. Lawson
has proved himself to be a
violent pass rusher and could
very well serve as a catalyst
for a defensive squad lacking
leadership on the line.
In
the
secondary,
replacing
two
successful
defensive
backs
that
contributed
to
Clemson
leading
the
nation
in
defensive passing efficiency
will prove to be difficult, but
redshirt freshman Mackensie
Alexander is the fan favorite to
lead the secondary in repeating
last year's honors. Alexander
has the potential to become
Clemson's
"lock-down"
defender, essentially removing
an opponent's receiver from
the equation during man
coverage situations.
Essentially,
Clemson's
defensive success hinges on
the performance of both
Alexander and Lawson. The
combination of Lawson's
vicious example on the line,
and Alexander's lock down
coverage of the opponent's
No. 1 receiver will prove
to be absolutely crucial for
Defensive Coordinator Brent
Venables to keep points off of
the board. Lawson's line will
need all the help it can get
from Alexander and his unit's
coverage and vice versa. The
QB needs to feel pressured,
and if he is not, he needs to
have no open receivers. As

Virginia Tech's
defensive
coordinator tells his players,
"Good rush makes good
coverage, and good coverage
makes good rush." Clemson
needs to stay ·aggressive on
defense to keep the numbers
of production that the
previous unit enjoyed at the
end of 2014, and the tandem
of Alexander and Lawson are
key to this aggressiveness.

Help Wanted
The Walker Course Maintenance
Department has part time
employment opportunities
available this spring.
Flexible hours, hourly pay, and golf
privileges.
Prior experience is preferred but not
required.

"fo apply, contact Don Garrett at
656-1814 or by email at
dgarret@clemson.edu.
Staying around Clemson this
summer? Summer positions are
available also.

I,

SPRING FOOTBA

GAME

2:30PM II MEMORIAL STADIUM II FREE ADMISSION

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

BASEBALL vs W. CAROLINA
6:30PM JI OOIJG KJNSSMDRE STADIIJM

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 Miles From Campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211
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Emily Gabriel
Timeout Layout Editor

Bumble is a dating
app brought to you by one
of the Tinder co-founders,
Whitney Wolfe. Wolfe was
on the Tinder team, bur
left after sexual harassment
claims that resulted in her
filing a lawsuit against
the company and her
co-founder.
Wolfe and her new team
came up with a solution to
give women a leg up. With
their
networking skills,
Bumble has begun to buzz.
Hosting parties at different
introduced
colleges has
college students and young
adults to the app. At schools
like SMU, Alabama, Sewanee
and College of Charleston,
student ambassadors for

Bumble have been raving
about the great new app
and
garnering it lots
of attention.
Here is how it
works - like Tinder,
Bumble has profiles
for each user with
their first name, age,
bio and a selection of
photos. The swiping
mechanism is the same
as Tinder - swiping
right or left as a yes
or no, respectively,
depending on the
interest of the suitor.
The
difference
between Tinder and
Bumble is, once both
users have swiped
right and selected each
other, the woman has 24
hours to start a conversation
with the men in her hive. If

she does not decide to talk
to them, the connection
disappears and is no longer

each day to give an extra 24
hours to make a move. The
age, distance and sex can

-

--

Hurry up!

an option.
If time is running out,
the guy can pick one woman

characteristics users
are
looking for.
The main purpose
of Bumble is to give
women the ability
and
confidence
to make the first
move. No cheesy
pick-up lines, no
crude remarks just women making
the first move.
The
Bumble
promotional video
shows two women
in their car talking
about how a boy is
messaging them on
Bumble. The girls
are on their way to
go sky diving. After
facing the daunting
task of jumping out of a
plane, they realize how easy
it is to conquer things that

be changed in the settings
portion of the application,
allowing you to decide what

make them nervous. Giving
women the ability to make
the first move gives them the
confidence they sometimes
forget they have.
Bumble is a new
way for both men and
women to find healthy,
fun relationships.

lnstagram:BUMBLEAPP
Facebook: Bumble

CAMPUS
CATWALK:
Photos and Content by Sana Azarni,
Senior StaffWriter

POP OF COLOR
Name: Amanda Cirillo
Vear: Junior
Major: Sociology
·. From: Rhode Island
We found Amanda Cirillo between classes while
she was sunning and catching up on the latest at a
friend's Cl stand.
Finally able to let her hair down without risking
epic frizz - thanks, humidity - Amanda is celebrating
the warm weather in a tube-top romper from Charlotte
Russe. Not only is this outfit airy, the above the knee
elongates her petite frame which she enhances with a
pair of bohemian inspired wedges from JC Penny.
Lastly, Amanda has a layered golden chain to add
some jazz to her outfit. This look has the benefit of
being easy to put together (I mean, the top and bottom
literally sewn together) and can be easily transitioned
into festival weather. Hello Shark Week!

Fear "The Walking Dead"
Cody Smoldt
Contributor

AMC's hit series "The
Walking Dead" (based on
Robert Kirkman's comic
series) just finished its
fifth skull-smashing season
last week. It continues to
demolish ratings records
after the season premiere
became the most-watched
drama series telecast in
cable history with over 17
million viewers.
Despite
the
show's
wild success, the network
has been struggling to find
their next big hit after the
lukewarm
receptions
of
"Hell on Wheels," "TURN"
and "Halt and Catch Fire."

In addition, AMC 's "Mad
Men" will wrap up by the
end of the summer, and
"Breaking Bad" has already
ridden off into the sunset
about two years ago. The
network does have several
new shows scheduled to air
later this year, "Humans"
and "Badlands," but in
their hunt for new blood,
their focus is clearly on
a new companion series
to "The Walking Dead,"
creatively titled "Fear the
Walking Dead."
The plan for a spinoff
makes some sense after
the success of "Better Call
Saul," which just finished
an excellent first season
earlier this week, but its

success can be attributed
to the show allowing us to
revisit the world of "Breaking
Bad."
"Fear the Walking
Dead" plans to do the exact
same thing, even though the
series that spawned it has no
end in sight, with Kirkman
publishing more than 100
issues of the comic and
counting. Thankfully, the
show, set to air this summer,
plans to focus on the other
side of the country in Los
Angeles. Details are scarce
bur it is known that the six
episode season will tell the
story of a divorced teacher
( Cliff Curtis), a guidance
counselor (Kim Dickens)
and her two
children
(Frank Dillane and Alycia

Debnam-Carey),
set
in
the days leading up to the
fall of civilization and the
beginnings of the zombie
apocalypse.
While I don't necessarily
see the need for a spinoff,
I do enjoy "The Walking
Dead," and I'm tentatively
excited that AMC might
be on to something here.
Seeing the early effects of
the outbreak in sunny Los
Angeles could be an exciting
contrast to what's happening
on the East Coast. Hopefully
that's the case, because with
a second season greenlit by
the network for 2016, "Fear
the Walking Dead" seems to
have AMC impressed before
even being completed.

VisiKard debuts in Clemson
<;::-,\ 1S' KARD
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Wesley Skidmore
Contributor

Romper:

Charlotte Russe
Wedges and necklace:
Charlotte Russe
Sunnies:
Yahoo freebie

Do what you love and
you'll never work a day in your
life. This has proved true for
Clemson alum, Trey Gaskins,
who found a job that brought
him right back to his alma
mater's campus.
Gaskins, along with CEO
and founder Ken Lipscomb,
has zeroed in on Clemson
as the test launch site for
the app VisiKard. This app
is an online portal for users
to find coupons and deals
that can be redeemed at

local Clemson businesses.
The app is also useful
for the businesses in that it
keeps them connected to
their customers. Through
the app, businesses can get
a visual representation of
what the consumer base
is so that they can market
to specific age, gender and
socio-economic groups.
This company even
sparked a creative inquiry,
which
started
at
the
beginning of this semester.
The 19 students in this class
are engaged with the app and
can choose to work directly
with businesses and their
marketing strategies or with
students to increase the app's
support base.
"I think VisiKard has the
potential to be a huge success,"
senior marketing major and
head of the creative inquiry,
Brent Hendricks, said, "It has
features that both businesses

and consumers love. We just
have to get the word out to the
rest of the world."
One of the benefits of
Clemson as a launch site
for this particular app is the
money saving aspect. With
college tuition, boarding fees
and grocery shopping, money
tends to be stretched fairly
chin. Using this app, students
can still go downtown to
enjoy food and shopping
with their friends, but at a
discounted price.
"From
a
student's
perspective, I think one of
the coolest things is that you
can see where the best deals
are and choose where to eat,
where to shop and where to
enjoy your free time," Gaskins
explained.
Therefore,
in
choosing Clemson, the makers
of VisiKard expect success
based off of the low-budget,
yet social inhabitants of
the area.

Currently, the app is
remaining loyal to Clemson
businesses and students with
discounts at Moe's Southwest
Grill, BGR: The Burger
Joint, Zen Den, Brioso and
many more. However, in the
future, it could easily spread
to other towns and cities. As
for Hendricks, he is confident
in its ability to develop into
a national phenomenon.
"Don't be surprised when you
go back home to visit for the
holidays and your favorite
shop or restaurant has a
VisiKard sticker on the door,"
Hendricks said.
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HOROSCOPES

Pasatie111.pos
CROSSWORD
1

2

.

3

52- Capital of Liberia;
54- Resembling a miter;
59- Not tricked by;
60- Get in a hand;
62- Currency unit in
Nigeria;
63- Hydroxyl compound;
64- Some DVD players;
65- Soviet labor canip;

A.cross

1- Fundamental;
6-Doesin;
10- Gyro meat;
14- Do penance;
15- Shdtered, nautically;
16- A long way off,
17- Senator Specter;
18- Tribure;
19- Singer Amos;
20- Deceives;
22- Oiarged;
24- Numero _ ;
26- Coarse sieve;
27-Worker;
31- Rocky hilltop;
32- Diary bit;
33- Early Mexican;
36- "The Wizard ofOi'

'

14

17
20

32

39
42

SUDOKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊
8

5

7

1

9 1

I- Ancient Semitic for

44-News;

'11..Drd";

45- Conditional rdease; ' lf.i
• ••
47- Where some vets
served;

4- Supermodd Sastre;
5- 100 years;
6- Muesli hie;
7- Boating ice;
8- Oiops down;
9-0.osen;
I 0- Second oftwo;
11- Preceding. poetically;
12- Sausalito's county;
13- _-a-brae;
21- Any person;

48- Acrraccive;
49- Dominant;
50- Subsequently;
52- Champagne name;
53- _ impasse;
55-Tense;
56- Irritate;
57- Composer
Khachaturian;
58- Falls behind;
61- That, in Tijuana;

6

9

7 4
3 1 7
4 3 9

· Feb. 20 - Morch 20

ARIES
Morch 21 - April 20

►

chat will forever change your lire.
It may, or may not, be a parking
services employee.

►

Be sure and bring a change ofclothes
for today. At some point, you'll end up
wearing some coffee. Be prepared.

Wear yellow today. The pollen

► will be falling today, and if you
wear yellow, it'll blend right in.

8TAUBUS

~

April 21 - Moy 20

~u
,'J.1.::.\
~i

Lucky you! You will find money on the

► ground today! (Yes, pennies count)

GEMINI

Today is an odd day for you. Be
prepared for any and everything.

CANCER

►

Today is a very important day for
you. Dress nice and be ready to
accept a special award or position.

►

Make sure you go co class today
and take notes. Your semester
could depend upon it.

Moy 21 -June 21 ►
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3
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You'll meet someone in glasses today

June 22 - July 22

23- Gator's cousin;

8

2

~

~

2- Longfellow's bell town;
3- Booe bottom;

1
3

Jon. 20 - Feb. 19

,,,/

Down

67- Game ofchance;
68- Stalks;

39- Dagger of yore;
40-Audibly;
41- Lanai neighbor;
42- _ Quentin;
43- Influential person;
44- Works hard;
45- For each;
46- Creatures;
48-Planks;
51- Mdancholic;

\.. AQUARIUS

25- Toothbrush brand;
27- To a smaller extent;
28- Editor Wmcour;
29- Bingo call;
30- Bauxite, e.g.;
34- Animal park;
35- Big brass;
36- Mother of Hermes;
37- Aquatic bird;
38- Fail co hie;
40- Large burrowing
African mammal;
41- May honoree;
43- Fiddling emperor;

66- Class;

studio;

i
,:,-•

LEO

'\...

July 23 -Aug. 23

j(vmco

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 ►

1

3

6
2

~UBRA

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►

8

'If 3

,

Tinder is going to be very kind to you
today, but Bumble would be even
kinder.

Someone will make a random ace
of kindness directed coward you
today. Be sure and return it co
someone else!
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email tigertimeout@gmail.com for more information

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

~-

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

~CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jon. 19

►

►

Someone you know is going to have
a bad day today. Be sure and check
in on your friends and f.unily.

Smell those pantli before you put
them on. I hope this reaches you in
time.

If you have co pick a series of

►

numbers today, use 42.

Horoscopes by: TimeOut Staff
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Technical 8
College ~
startHere

RETURNING TO THE
AIKEN/AUGUSTA AREA
THIS SUMMER?
ADVANCE YOUR EDUCATION AT ATCI
Sample of Available Courses this summer at ATC:
ART 105 - Film as Art
BIO 101 - Biological Science I
ENG 101 - English Composition I
HIS 202 -American History: 1877
to Present

MAT 110 - College Algebra
MAT 111 - College Trigonometry
PSY 201 - Intro. to Psychology
PSY 208- Human Sexuality

You.can register as a Guest Student with us for free, take a class or two
that transfers, and be closer to graduation when you return to school
in the fall!
For a full list of transferable courses, go to our website at www.atc.edu
and click on Future Students - Guest Students to see classes that are
being offered.

(8031 508-7263 I WWW.ATC.EDU

'

'

To furn more about how you can earf\ money for
college, please contact your local Army Career
Counselor at (864) 261-9121 or visit usat 3215
Martin l.uther King Jr. Blvd, Anderson, SC

Friday Apri I 10th
6pm-1am
Parking Lot
behind Sikes Hall
Goto
www.relayforlife.org/
clemsonsc for more
information.
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